ASWU

Minutes 3.16.11
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Call to order at 5.00pm.
Mission Statement: Patrick Stewart. (Brownie Points).
Guests: Any Wilkes, Jessica Valencia, Jonny W., Michael Oaks, Morgan Feddes, Laura Cardle,
Ryan Ward, Angela Hartly, Elizabeth Brink, Amanda Ramey, Regina Kelley, Marissa Ranno,
Rebecca Dodge, Vanessa Meyer (proxy for Lindsay Pund), Andrea Glover.
Rhosetta Rhodes: Change in student service engaging activities; Monthly service opportunities,
Alternative Spring Break trips, opportunities throughout the year that students can decide on
what to do, expand on the programs by reallocating resources; increase Community Building
Day; A program assistant who will be able to be the liaison between the Service Learning
Department and ASWU.
Minutes: Motion to approve, Brian; Sarah 2nd. Passed.
Club PresentationsA. Marissa and Anglea: IJM: programs and grants to fight human trafficking in Spokane
with World Relief during Bloomsday; In April, speaker from IJM to do a presentation to
raise awareness; Springfest.
B. Elizabeth: Global Servants: Partner with Partners International to host a discussion with
area directors and have dinner.
C. Ryan Ward: Japanese Visual Culture Club: Anime, watching episodes of anime, meetings
every Friday night; 7-10 people; snacks; Whitcon and Springfest and a fundraiser for
Japan in light of recent tragedy; Will be joining in Larping.
Krisula Steiger: Sustainability Challenge for 150-200 students April 11-April 30; Partner sign-ups,
different categories to sign up for; Advertise for it in newsletters and word-of-mouth, trying to
avoid use of posters; Prizes are gift certificates and other small items in water bottles; Sign-ups
in the HUB when students will be there, emails and posters in the HUB and other buildings.
Cranberry Award: Cranberry Award Sword and Jumping Dog to go to Patrick S and Gabby P for
putting on Bachelor/Bachelorette Auction; Event raised over $2,000.
EVP- Shannon Eshoff
o Announcements: Sign up for Elections table; March 31, Primaries, April 5th, General; If
you’re running, you don’t have to do it; 1-on-1’s will start after Spring Break; Volleyball
game at 9 on Thursday; Senators: don’t have to do a newsletter for this week; Make
sure to add Sustainability Challenge to next newsletter; Café is $6.00 limit for our
dinners.
FVP- Lindy Tep
o Requisitions: Andrew-To replace components of the current sound system; System
hasn’t been replaced in the last 20 years or so; Would benefit students and the quality
of programs at Whitworth, especially bands; $12,500 total of the three requisitions;
Equipment could be used at various locations on campus.
1. Discussion: Patrick S.-Who told him to do it in 3 parts?; Josh- great requisition,
there is a need on campus and it needs to go to an all campus vote because it

XI.
XII.

seems sleazy; Patrick Y.- How it was split up was in order of priorities and in
order of ASWU involvement; Becca- A lot of students will think that it was
broken up in order to avoid an all campus vote, it is more than $5,000 and it
needs to be transparent; Donovan- its important to remember that students
don’t know much about technology and will look at this as a lot of money and
not pass it, pieces of this are distinct and make sense to be broken up, speakers
should go to an all campus vote, snake maybe not; Peter D- we need to be
serious about transparency and accountability if we are serious about our
mission; Sarah-Since we just amended out FSOPs for more accountability, we
need to do it; Patrick S- Consider what Kyle had to go through for his requisition
and to not send all of it to an all campus vote would be bad; Mary- we should be
very conscientious of why we’re sending out the vote and raise awareness for
the students for the needs; Patrick Y- the vote would be for less because it
doesn’t include tax.
2. Motion to vote on the snake requisition for $2,500, Patrick S.; Christine 2nd;
Passed.
3. Motion to vote on spending $10,000 for the two speakers, Patrick S.; Christine,
2nd; Passed, to a student vote.
4. Motion to add to general election on April 5th, Becca; Gabby 2nd; Passed.
o Jubilation: $400 for new costumes for April 2nd Jubilation performance; clothing
currently in storage is outdated and old; need new costumes; These costumes will last
and be convertible for many types of dance; They will get a variety of sizes and not
custom fit to the current students; They will be stored in the basement of Cornerstone
with the other costumes; Jeff: its only $400 so we should do it; Becca- we should do it,
its unique; Bryce- Lets pass it.
1. Motion to approve $400 for new costume, Sam; Christine 2nd; Passed.
o Sign up for Budget Committee with Lindy; unallocated is $50,000 currently.
President-Josh Boyden
Coordinator reports
A. Trista: leave for Jamaica; SERVE Coordinator position will not exist next year, not funded
through ASWU and it has been ambiguous.
B. Becca: Service project on April 2nd.
C. Elizabeth: Seniors are antsy to graduate.
D. Jeff: going to Moab in 2 days.
E. Brittany: Unplugged is tonight.
F. Amy: breaking the silence is tomorrow, discussion and speakers and pizza and snacks.
G. Eric: Lindsay and I are working on transportation issue.
H. Mandy: Boppell coffee house fundraising challenge.
I. Michaela: 28 pages away from the full yearbook.
J. Bryce: people are mad that we had to play at Wooster, we’re done, moving on to other
Spring sports; Mr. Whitworth is coming up; Swim team is kicking a**; Track also kicks
a**.
K. David: we have the 15th best tri-athlete in the world at our school in swimming; Beck
Taylor show, Civil Disagreement is tomorrow; recognized by faculty in PR department;
Radio class agrees that broadcasting equipment is failing.
L. Patrick S- people in Warren like their new stuff!
M. Gabby- ordering sweatshirts finally going through Blue Button.
N. Peter D- students still want new Rec-center.
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O. Brian- April 2, Green with Envy dance.
P. Pierre- will be busy in April with 10 events; hopes sound equipment passes because it’s
embarrassing to talk with potential bands that come here.
Q. Patrick Y- off campus t-shirts.
Motion to adjourn, Patrick S.; Sam 2nd. Passed.
Adjourn at 6.08pm.
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